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Localized removal of layers of metal, polymer, or biomaterial by ultrasound cavitation bubbles
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We present an ultrasonic device with the ability to locally remove deposited layers from a glass slide in a controlled and rapid manner. The cleaning takes place as the result of cavitating bubbles near the deposited layers and not due to acoustic streaming. The bubbles are ejected from air-filled cavities micromachined in a silicon surface, which, when vibrated ultrasonically at a frequency of 200 kHz, generate a stream of bubbles that travel to the layer deposited on an opposing glass slide. Depending on the pressure amplitude, the bubble clouds ejected from the micropits attain different shapes as a result of complex bubble interaction forces, leading to distinct shapes of the cleaned areas. We have determined the removal rates for several inorganic and organic materials and obtained an improved efficiency in cleaning compared to conventional cleaning equipment. We also provide values of the force the bubbles are able to exert on an atomic force microscope tip.
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example, demonstrated by the cavitation damage on ship propellers and artificial heart valves. However, in specific cases, the mechanical effect of cavitation has been shown to be useful for practical applications, for example, for cell disruption and drug uptake, or mixing and particle size reduction, besides several other biological effects. Also in electronics, cavitation has been useful for the modification of surfaces (roughening, cleaning, and gold plating, among others), using liquids as benign as water. The undesired use of hazardous substances, high temperature, and long process times can be avoided or reduced by the use of cavitation. The use of ultrasound has therefore been considered as a “green solution” for the above mentioned applications, given the reduction in power usage and chemicals.

Nevertheless, practical uses of cavitation are in general limited because of a lack of control over the location and amount of cavitation. Under the irradiation of ultrasound to a liquid, bubbles originate from nuclei at random locations. Quantification of cavitation effects (erosion and cleaning particularly) is very difficult due to its random occurrence and also due to different materials and equipment used in different laboratories and industrial equipment. This situation has prevented the upscaling and extended usage of desirable effects of cavitation such as localized cleaning or surface modifications. Control over cavitation location requires special measures as, for example, the use of a laser, by seeding the liquid with particles and irradiating with a shockwave, or from gas-filled crevices in smooth surfaces exposed to shockwaves, or continuous ultrasonic irradiation.

Here, we show the generation of cavitation in various liquids for fast removal (order of tenths of seconds) of several deposited materials from a glass substrate with millimetric control, based on well-defined cavitation nucleation sites. This article will start with the description of the experimental setup for the localized generation of cavitation, as well as the methods for characterization of unwanted cavitation erosion on the underlying substrate. Next, a short description of the various materials that have been investigated for removal by cavitation is given. Additionally, to obtain information on the force generated by a bubble, a measurement of the magnitude of the forces that the bubbles exert on an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip is provided. The measured material removal rates will be presented and discussed; determination of the adhesion strength of the different materials is described in Appendices.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Materials to be removed

The cleaning of surfaces is a process that is required in a wide variety of applications, with an equally wide range of materials that need to be removed from the given surface. Each of these materials and surfaces have their specific mechanical and chemical properties that provide different adhesion strengths between both. Here, we list some typical materials to be removed, which are all studied in this work.

1. Solid hard materials

The solid hard materials used in this study are gold (Au), platinum (Pt), chromium (Cr), and titanium (Ti), all categorized as metals, and Olin and AZ96, which can be categorized as organic materials, and are commonly used as photoresists in microfabrication of semiconductors and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).

2. Soft biomaterials

Contrary to the solid hard materials, soft biological materials may deform (visco)elastically before cohesive or adhesive failure takes place. Elastic materials typically display significant strain when subjected to a stress, and relax back to the initial shape and position when the stress is removed. Only when the stress exceeds the material’s yield stress and enters the plastic domain of the soft material, cohesive failure will take place. Viscoelastic materials, however, exhibit viscous behavior when the stress exceeds the yield stress; the material will flow away and there will be a net displacement when the stress is removed. One of the most
commonly encountered viscoelastic materials is the biofilm, which can often be found in pipes, on medical implants and inside and on teeth, where it often has a negative influence on efficiency or health.\textsuperscript{30,33} The biofilm is a structure of bacteria enclosed by a self-produced extracellular matrix.\textsuperscript{34,35} This matrix provides the viscoelastic properties of the biofilm, which protects the embedded bacteria from high stresses.

### 3. Cells

Another biological material of great importance nowadays is a cancer cell. The study of the reaction of a cell to different environmental conditions with minimal interference in their habitat is still a problem. Cavitation has been used to address this issue,\textsuperscript{22,36} while it also is able to porate cells for drug uptake due to shear forces.\textsuperscript{19}

#### B. Material removal experiments

##### 1. Ultrasonic cavitation setup

The continuous and localized generation of acoustic cavitation bubbles has been accomplished by ultrasonically vibrating a silicon surface containing micropits.\textsuperscript{28} When pouring liquid over the silicon substrate, individual gas bubbles were entrapped in the pits; vibrating the surface ultrasonically resulted not only in acoustic streaming from the oscillating surface, but for large enough pressures also in pinch-off of gas bubbles from the micropits, as detailed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{37}

The silicon substrate with micropits was placed in a cavitation cell container made of glass with 25 mm outer diameter, 15 mm inner diameter, and 6 mm depth, matching one quarter of the wavelength at the operation frequency of 200±5 kHz. A piezo element (PZ27, Ferroperm) of thickness 6 mm and diameter 25 mm was glued to the cell bottom. A sketch of the cavitation cell is given in Figure 1. For each experiment, the cell was filled with fresh ultra-pure water (milliQ, milliPore). Also, ethanol, bleach, and acetone were investigated given their extensive use in general and ultrasonic cleaning applications. Additionally, a cell cultivation liquid medium was used.

The micropits were etched under clean room conditions on double-side polished silicon wafers by means of a plasma dry-etching machine (Adixen AMS 100 SE, Alcatel). The wafer was then diced in square chips with a side of 10 mm. The edge of these substrates has a step of 58 μm with four notches radially and equally spaced (see Figure 2).

Each pit had a diameter of 30 μm and a depth of approximately 10 μm; multiple pits were arranged in four different configurations: single pits, two pits separated by a distance of 1 mm, three pits arranged at the corners of an equilateral triangle with a side of 1 mm, and four pits at the corners of a 1 mm side square.

![FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup. The gap between the glass slide and the silicon substrate $h = 100 \text{ μm}$. The water column height is 5 mm.](image-url)
The piezo element was driven by a sinusoidal signal generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (33120A, Hewlett Packard) and amplified by means of an audio amplifier (TA-FB740R QS, Sony). The voltage, current, and power to the piezo element were monitored with a power meter (HM8115-2, Hameg). The duration of the experiments was short enough (typically less than 5 min) so that the temperature increased no more than approximately 5°C (measured with a T-type thermocouple with digital read-out; HI 93552 R, HANNA Instruments).

Two different power settings were used with all pit arrangements: Low (0.182 W) and high (0.629 W). The corresponding approximate acoustic pressure amplitudes were measured to be 225 kPa and 350 kPa, with error values provided by the manufacturer as 20%. These pressures were measured using a needle hydrophone (HNR-500, Onda) positioned 65 µm above the center of the chip.

2. Imaging setup

The occurrence of cavitation and the removal of the deposited materials was imaged through the air-water interface with a CCD camera (LM165M, Lumenera Corp., Ottawa, ON, Canada), recording at a frame rate of 15 fps and an exposure time of 10 µs. For the removal of metal layers, a color high-speed camera (SA2, Photron, San Diego, CA, USA) was used, recording at frame rates between 60 and 2000 frames per second and an exposure time of 30 µs. The cameras were attached to a microscope (BX-FM, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with 10× magnification, with a focal depth of approximately 10 µm. Illumination was provided through the microscope in dark-field mode by a continuous cold-light source (ILP-1, Olympus).

The recordings of surface layer removal were analyzed using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), by converting each frame to black and white and determining the cleaned area. The size of each pixel was determined using a calibration grid with markers of well-defined size.

3. Layer deposition

The glass slides on which materials of interest were deposited were made of fused silica wafers. A circular chamber of 8 mm diameter and a depth of 158 µm and four protruding notches that match the notches in the silicon substrate (described before) were etched on one face of each glass slide section. The wafer was then diced in chips with a side of 10 mm. In this way, when placing the glass slide on top of the silicon substrate a microchamber of 100 µm height was formed (see Figure 2). Each material type that was investigated required a different deposition procedure, which is now outlined.

a. Solid hard materials. A single wafer sputter coater (home-made system available in MESA+ Nanolab) for deposition of metallic layers was used to deposit gold, platinum, chromium, and titanium. To deposit organic materials (photoresists Olin 35 and AZ96), hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was first spin-coated as a primer to provide chemical bond of the photoresists and strong adhesion to the glass slide on a single wafer spin-coater (Primus coater WB21).
b. Biomaterials. The biofilm model used here was described recently for use in endodontics. In brief, round glass coverslips attached to a customized stainless steel lid were suspended in a medium inoculated with bacteria. In this model, biofilm attachment and growth is an active process against gravity. Microbiology cells of *Enterococcus faecalis* V583 and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* HG 1776, both clinical isolates, were grown and maintained as pure cultures on blood agar plates. *E. faecalis* was cultured under anaerobic conditions (80% N2, 10% H2, and 10% CO2) whilst *P. aeruginosa* was cultured in air, both at 37 °C. Growth medium for overnight cultures of biofilms was BHI broth containing 0.5 BHI, 50 mmol/l 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic acid, buffer, 5% saccharose, and 1 mmol/l Ca2+. Phosphate-buffered saline was used to wash during refreshment of the medium. *E. faecalis* and *P. aeruginosa* were inoculated in wells with additional Ca2+ in the broth of a 24-well multiwell plate. Round glass coverslips, diameter 12 mm, and thickness 140 μm, mounted on a custom-made stainless steel lid, were suspended in the broth. In this experiment, biofilms grown for 96 h were used. The broth was refreshed daily. Inoculation of bacteria and the biofilm growth took place at 37 °C in air. The thickness of the biofilm was estimated to be 20 μm, with some bacteria colonies protruding up to 50 μm above the glass substrate.

A biofilm was mimicked with a hydrogel, created by dissolving 1 g gelatin (Merck, Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA), 0.02 g hyaluronan (sodium hyaluronate 95%, Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA), and 0.1 g red food color (KTC, Wednesbury, UK) in 45 ml warm water. Hollow glass spheres with a mean diameter of 10 μm (Sphericel, Potters Industries, South Yorkshire, UK) were added as tracer particles. The final density of the hydrogel was 1.07 ± 0.07 kg/m3. This hydrogel was cooled down to room temperature before depositing on a glass slide with raised edges of approximately 100 μm height. The glass slide was then left to cool down for 7 or 15 min, during which the hydrogel dries and attaches to the glass, before the ultrasound and imaging was applied.

MCF-7 human breast carcinoma cells were cultured on the same glass slides; its adhesion resistance when exposed to the cavitation bubbles from the triangular array of micropits was investigated in the cavitation setup. The culture medium was made of Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco), L-glutatmate, fetal bovine serum (FBS), antibiotics (Penicillin and Strepトmycin), and fungicide.

| TABLE I. Overview of material properties and removal characteristics. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|---------------|-----------------|
| Material          | Layer thickness (μm) | Advancing, receding | Removal by. (Y/N/partial) | Removal rate (mm²/s) | Adhesion^a |
| Glass             | ...                  | 79.9 ± 1.3, 41.0 ± 1.7 | ...^d                     | ...^e                     | ...^e |
| Solid materials   |                     |                          | Bubbles, scratch | (mm²/s) | N/m |
| Gold              | 45 · 10⁻³^b         | 86.9 ± 0.5, 72.7 ± 0.6 | Y, Y                    | 0.01             | 2260 ± 50 N/m |
| Platinum          | 36 · 10⁻³^b         | 87.0 ± 0.3, 73.7 ± 0.9 | Y, Y                    | 0.001            | 4400 ± 150 N/m |
| Chromium          | 45 · 10⁻³^b         | 75.7 ± 0.6, 42.5 ± 1.5 | N, N                    | ...^e             | ...^e |
| Titanium          | 15 · 10⁻³^b         | 73.6 ± 0.8, 45.8 ± 2.4 | N, N                    | ...^e             | ...^e |
| Organic materials |                     |                          |                          | (mm²/s) | N/m |
| Olin              | 3.5 – 5.2^b         | ...^e                    | N, P                    | ...^e             | ...^e |
| AZ96              | 2.0^b               | ...^e                    | N, P                    | ...^e             | ...^e |
| Biomaterials      |                     |                          |                          | (mm²/s) | N/m² |
| Biofilm           | 20                  | ...^e                    | Y,...^e                 | 0.1              | 10⁻¹ N/m² |
| Hydrogel          | 100                 | ...^e                    | Y,...^e                 | 0.1              | ...^e |
| Cells             | ...^e               | ...^e                    | Y,...^e                 | ...^e             | ...^e |

^aSolid materials: N/m, measured with AFM; viscoelastic materials: N/m², measured with hydrodynamic technique.
^bThickness determined with a profile measurement device (Veeco Dektak 8).
^cThese values could not be measured.
^dNo glass erosion took place as a result of bubble cavitation activity for less than 30 min.
^eNot applicable.
C. Cavitation damage

The glass substrate onto which the gold was deposited was inspected for erosion damage using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, HR-SEM 1550, Zeiss). After the gold was removed by cavitation, the glass substrates were exposed to cavitation for another 1, 5, 10, 15, or 30 min before SEM images were taken.

D. AFM up-thrust measurements of cavitation cloud force

An AFM (Agilent 5100) in non-contact tapping mode was used to measure the up-thrust force from the bubble cloud. A silicon $n^+$ flat disc tip cantilever (Nanosensors PL2-NCLR-10, spring constant of 48 N/m and resonant frequency 190 kHz in air and 73 kHz in water) with a diameter of ca. 1.8 μm and tip height of ca. 12 μm was used. The cantilever was withdrawn 100 μm from a single-pit substrate surface to mimic the separation between the micropits and "to-be-cleaned" surfaces in the previous measurements. Both low and high ultrasonic powers were used, although for the high power the resulting signal was clipping. The cantilever approached from a distance of 1 mm in a line passing over the bubble clouds. As it happens in the experiments with the glass slides and deposited layers, the bubbles traveled to the cantilever and collapsed against it. Unfortunately, the cantilever was destroyed during the second pass at this force, so the measurements were stopped.

III. RESULTS

A. Cavitation occurrence, in the absence of deposited materials

Switching on the ultrasound leads to a continuous generation of microbubbles with a size range of 2–17 μm, determined from the video recordings and shown in Figure 3 (see also Fernandez et al.41). Bubbles smaller than 2 μm could not be visualized due to the resolution of the camera. Varying the pressure amplitude (power) and the different arrangements of pits resulted in different bubble patterns, as a result of the complex interplay of primary and secondary Bjerknes forces, micro-streaming and also the inertial forces acting on the moving microbubbles in the close vicinity of the glass slide. The bubbles were observed to travel towards the glass slide on top of them where they come in focus of the optical setup. This upward motion is a result of the effect of secondary Bjerkness forces, which makes bubbles close to a hard surface

![FIG. 3. Bubble pattern for four different liquids tested (no glass slide on top). The bubbles generated are clearly different for each substance but qualitatively similar between water and bleach and between ethanol and acetone.](image)
“feel” the presence of their image bubble as an attraction force, driving the bubbles closer to the wall.

Increasing the power resulted in an increase in the number of ejected bubbles around the pits, forming a bubble cloud or cluster. At high power, with more than one pit, the bubble clusters are attracted to each other and at a given power level (between 0.182 and 0.629 W), the bubbles start to travel towards the geometrical center of the pit array\textsuperscript{28,41} (see Figure 4, left column). These bubble cluster configurations are reversible, although there is hysteresis in the amplitude necessary to return to the separated clouds, which is lower than needed for making the bubbles travel to the geometrical center of the pit configuration.

B. Removal of deposited materials by cavitation

1. Observations

Compared to the experiments with and without glass slide, a clear difference can be observed in terms of stabilizing the free water-air interface oscillation when the glass slide is not present. When the glass slide is placed, the traveling and standing wave components change dramatically, contributing to complex effects of bubble cavitation conditions (measured for example through the occurrence of sonochemical reactions).\textsuperscript{42}

The opaque materials deposited on the glass slide, when placed on top of the cavitation cell, did not allow for optical visualization of the cavitation bubbles. However, taking as a representative example the case of deposited gold, when switching on the ultrasound at low power (0.182 W), we see that almost instantly (within 2 s) a small opening appears in the gold layer right on top of where the pits are located (see Figure 4). If the power is kept constant the removed gold layer area increases slowly over time. For the case of one pit, increasing the power makes the removed area increase until a maximum area is reached (approximately 0.03 mm\textsuperscript{2}). Increasing the power for the two, three, and four pit geometries, for which situation the bubbles travel to the geometrical center as described above, an area corresponding to the area of the bubble trajectories is removed. Therefore, for two pits, a linearly extended area is removed.

![FIG. 4. From top to bottom and left to right, the cases for 1 to 4 pits at low and high power. Left: Bright field illumination (inverted color) showing bubble patterns with slow speed imaging. Right: Contour shape of cleaned area in gold (black) due to bubble cavitation.](image-url)
typically observed. Accordingly, we find a triangular shape for the three pits and a distorted rectangular shape for the case of four pits; see Figures 2 and 4, right column. For Au and Pt, we observed a similar surface removal behavior.

For the cases of deposited Cr, Ti, and the organic materials, there was no surface removal with the same initial conditions as for Au and Pt. Manually creating a scratch in the layer close to the geometrical center allowed for confirming the presence of the bubbles in the scratched areas, but no material was removed from Cr and Ti layers. After scratching of the photoresist materials the bubbles were able to detach a few pieces of photoresist material only occasionally (Figure 5). The removed pieces of (all) layers could sometimes be trapped by the oscillating bubbles for a relative long period of time (at least more than 30 s if no conditions changed).

FIG. 5. Montage of a time series of frames recorded for the case of AZ96 photoresist. The center part of each frame shows a portion of manually removed AZ96. Arrow a points out a cloud of bubbles as a darker region cavitating close to a crack in the AZ96 layer (arrow b). Arrow c shows how the crack grew within about 1 s. After 1.7 s, the bubbles (arrow d) “trapped” a small portion of AZ96 as indicated by arrow e. Eventually, after approximately 4.7 s, the small portion gets stuck in the border line of removed material. The pits do not appear in these pictures since they are out of the field of view (enhanced online) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4747166.1].
When the ultrasound is switched off abruptly, the pits may be expected to be filled with water and perhaps, if a bubble is still inside any of the pits, are unable to nucleate more bubbles, deactivating the acoustic bubble generation. If ultrasound is turned on again therefore no cavitation from the micropits takes place. This is why this procedure allows for studying the effect of acoustic streaming alone on material removal. We could not observe removal of any material in the situations where no bubbles were present, allowing us to conclude that the forces associated to streaming alone were not sufficient to remove any of the tested materials. The quantification of streaming from the air-filled pits could not be assessed with the current setup.

The biofilm that was grown on a glass substrate was initially visible as a gray area containing dark clusters of bacteria (Figure 6). Due to transparency of the biofilm, the bubble cloud below the biofilm-covered substrate was visible when the ultrasound was turned on. The biofilm was then removed quickly when the bubble cloud was attracted by the biofilm-covered substrate. No biofilm was removed by the streaming or by bubble clusters when not attracted to the glass surface.

A similar behavior was observed for the hydrogel. The hydrogel appeared softer and attached with weaker force than the biofilm, both after 7 and 15 min of drying, but neither was removed by the acoustic streaming alone.

The distance between the hydrogel or biofilm and the micropits was less well-defined than for the metal and hard organic deposited layers, due to the non-uniform thickness of these layers and flexible (softer) nature. Therefore, the bubbles were less likely to travel toward these layers, which resulted in slow or no increase in removed area after initial removal.
The MCF-7 cells grown on the glass substrate were also removed when the bubbles were present, leaving the outlier cells attached, as can be seen in Figure 7. The liquid cultivation media produced bubbles similar to those in water. The contour of the removed area resembles again the shape of the bubble cloud for the three pits configuration.

2. Removal rates

The area in which gold has been removed by the bubbles originated from a single pit, after approximately 1 min, is of the order of 0.1 mm²; for 4 pits this area increases by one order of magnitude to 1 mm², see Figure 8. The rate of removal during the initial growth of the removed area is of the order of 0.1 mm²/s; this reduces by one order of magnitude to 0.01 mm²/s during steady growth. For platinum, once a scratch had been made, the steady removal rate is of the order of 0.001 mm²/s.

The removal of the hydrogel and the biofilm were recorded at lower imaging speeds, providing less detailed information on the removal rates. However, estimates for the removal rate of the hydrogel give a value similar to that of gold, being of the order of 0.01 mm²/s, with initial removal rates up to 0.1 mm²/s. The initial rate of removal of the biofilm was estimated to be 0.1 mm²/s as well, with only minor increase in removed area after the initial removal.

The cleaning effect of bubbles is restricted locally by how close the pits and the nucleated bubbles are from the surface to be cleaned. The bubbles cannot travel farther than a given distance away from the pits, or nearby other bubbles. This is due to the required conditions for continuous cavitation such as available gas content and negative pressure values provided by the oscillating pressure field.

C. Different liquids

Bubbles were observed to be generated in all five liquids investigated. Individual images are shown in Figure 3. For water and bleach, the bubble shapes are similar, with an apparent higher number of bubbles than for ethanol and acetone. For these two organic liquids, we can see smaller bubbles ejected from the pits and a larger bubble growing at the midpoint that, upon reaching a given size, floats away. The experiments with MCF-7 cells were carried out with the same liquid cultivation media showing similar bubble cavitation as in water (see Figure 7). We expect similar removal effects for these liquids as for water, but it was not within the scope of this paper to address this topic further.

D. Cavitation erosion

After the maximum period of 30 min of ultrasound exposure, no erosion was visible on the glass surface, as investigated by SEM analysis. This shows a different effect than the erosion
observed on Si surfaces in our previous studies. The reasons for this are that Si has a crystalline atomic structure and is brittle whereas glass is amorphous and does not exhibit the same mechanical properties. Additionally, the erosion we observed on Si surfaces was on the substrates from which the bubbles were generated, whereas here the bubbles have travelled a considerable distance (150 μm from its nucleation sites) to the glass surface, and the acoustic conditions have changed considerably.

### E. Bubble cloud forces

The AFM measurements showed that the force was intermittent, with an average deflection of the cantilever of ca. 500 nm, which corresponds to a force of 20 μN. Using the tip area of the cantilever, the pressure exerted by the bubble cloud can be estimated to be of the order of 50 atm.

The force measurements in both directions of sweep were symmetric, which is especially important for the direction that runs along the length of the cantilever, across the tip, and into free water (where there are no bubbles present). The sweep force had a plateau maximum attributed to the cantilever being directly above the pit, plus slightly to either side but with the bubble streams redirecting to the tip. The value of the force given is the average of the maxima of both the lateral and long ways sweeps, which agree with each other to within error, which thus represents the bubbles hitting the end of the cantilever.

The sweeps pass over the end of the cantilever so we assume that the force measurements can be interpreted in the usual sense in AFM measurements. That the sweep along the length of the cantilever and into free space appears symmetric, represents the fact that the cantilever’s “lever” is more than double the distance away from the surface.

Finally, in terms of incorrectly interpreting interference from bubbles as deflection, the laser spot is wholly and exclusively on the back side of the lever (we do not see interference with the bare substrate from an overlapping spot, as an example of the standard control measurement). The chip is much wider than the probe’s 2 μm end and all bubbles direct towards the end and terminate there for the cases when we use the force measurement.

Also, the temporal resolution limit is given by the resonant frequency (190 kHz in air and 73 kHz in water), which is lower than the piezo frequency (200 kHz), so we measure only averages of impacts and not individual events.

### IV. DISCUSSION

#### A. Cleaning action of bubbles

With the micropits employed in this study, it was shown that metal thin layers (Au and Pt), biomaterials (biofilm, cells, and hydrogel), and organic materials (photoresists) could be removed in a certain local area, defined by the bubble cloud from the micropits. Surprisingly, the removal rates were similar for the metal and the viscoelastic layers, while they all have entirely different mechanical and adhesive properties. This suggests that the bubbles can exert enough mechanical force to remove all of these materials, but that the amount of material that each bubble can remove during one cycle is limited. The deposited material will have to be removed piece by piece, cycle after cycle as a result of several bubbles (clusters) cavitating close to a layer (see Figure 7). As more material gets removed, the bubbles have to travel a larger distance from their origin (pit or geometrical center of the pits array), but are becoming less likely to do so, consequently slowing down the removal rate.

When acoustic cavitation bubbles are in contact with hydrophobic surfaces, it could be expected that no cushion layer of liquid exists that would dampen the liquid jet impact as a result of bubble collapse (the hydrophobic or -philic properties of surfaces and adhesion forces among them have been reported elsewhere). Accordingly, the hydrophobicity of the deposited material might have an influence on the material removal, as for bubbles it is easier to collapse towards a hydrophobic wall. As reported elsewhere, the hydrophobic force is uniquely determined by the contact angle. Interestingly, water on Au and on Pt, both removed by the cavitating bubbles, has a much higher (receding) contact angle than on the other metals (see...
Appendix D and Table I for contact angle measurement details and results), suggesting that the bubbles could reach those two metals more easily than the other metals. It is not known how much this effect contributes to the cleaning effect.

The fact that microbubbles were generated in ethanol, acetone, bleach, and cell cultivation medium as well as in water suggests that the cleaning with the help of microbubbles can be enhanced for chemical cleaning processes. AZ96 and Olin are commonly removed by acetone; bleach is used routinely in biological/medical applications like dentistry to kill bacteria. According to the results of this study, cavitation could mechanically enhance the chemical removal.

We focused on water since is the “greenest” solvent normally used in cleaning applications but other liquids may be used with similar effects. Another important fact related to our experiment is the small volumes needed to remove the desired substrates. This becomes important when considering cleaning applications with less green solvents (e.g., acetone, toluene, etc.).

To address the influence of the radicals produced by the cavitating microbubbles on the removal of deposited metal materials, all the metals were exposed to hydrogen peroxide (Sigma-Aldrich 30% as provided). For Au, there was no reaction observed at least for the first 5 min, after which occasionally some small regions presented small detachment areas (ca. 1 mm²). For Pt, there was some chemical activity observed (bubbling and gas formation) that led to detachment of virtually the complete layer in a couple of seconds. For Cr and Ti, there was no reaction within the observation time of 10 min. This allows us to conclude that if there is any contribution of chemical radicals (e.g., H or OH) to the removal rates it will be minimal under the conditions attained with cavitation bubbles nucleated from the pits.

The acoustic microbubble generation from the micro pits can be sustained for at least several hours if the temperature is kept constant and gas loss is prevented. This means that the loss of gas associated to the microbubble generation does not deactivate the pits, evidencing a process of rectified gas diffusion into the pits. More details on the bubble behavior can be found elsewhere.

We observed stable cavitation from the pits with the glass slide placed on top for at least 30 min. However, normally the removed layer areas did not increase much more after the first 3 min if no change in the ultrasound conditions or moving of the glass slide took place. Additionally, the low operation power compared with conventional ultrasonic cleaning devices (one order of magnitude lower in our case) and the control over the areas to be removed, makes the present cleaning device useful in several applications. Furthermore, the amount of erosion damage of the glass substrate was not possible to detect.

B. Detachment kinetics

1. Solid hard materials

The detachment of material layers by acoustic cavitation bubbles can occur due to material defects, at which the bubbles can perform further detachment. Once a crack is formed, detachment could proceed by peeling and tearing mechanisms due to bubble jetting, and presumably also due to shock waves generated at cavitation bubble collapses and reflections from the hard surfaces. The contribution of streaming can be ruled out based on the above reported observations that there is no cleaning for streaming only (without bubbles). Note that the removal of a thin film may follow a different timeline than traditional cavitation erosion in bulk materials, as the material properties of the bulk and a layer of the same material might be different. To explain the differences in cleaned area and removal rates between the various metals, we have to consider their different adhesion characteristics.

For the metals, a first estimation can be obtained by considering the formation of metal oxides on the surface of the metals. Even though the films are sputtered under argon atmosphere conditions, the thickness of all layers is small enough to allow metal oxides to form on the surface. It is known that thin films of oxygen active metals have a higher adhesion to glass than films of noble metals, because of molecular electrostatic bonds between the metal oxides and glass.

The likeliness of a metal to form an oxide layer can be obtained from its affinity for oxygen, which is directly related to the (negative) heat of oxide formation of the metal. Au and Pt
(heats of oxide formation of 79.5 kJ/mol and –134 kJ/mol for Au$_2$O$_3$ and PtO$_2$, respectively) do not oxidize easily since these are noble metals, and are therefore expected to have a lower adhesion to glass than Cr and Ti (heats of oxide formation of –1130 kJ/mol and –912.1 kJ/mol for Cr$_2$O$_3$ and TiO$_2$, respectively).

The bonding of photoresists (AZ96 and Olin) to glass is strengthened by the strong chemical bond provided by the HMDS priming step. For that reason, only where defects in the layer existed, the bubbles were able to remove material.

The exact value for the adhesion for these solids is difficult to obtain, as the ways and experimental techniques to quantify it are still controversial. At the root of this problem lies the fact that the individual surfaces to be bonded (metal/inorganic layers, and glass surface in our case) have different properties when bonded than when separated. Many factors can affect a bond, such as impurities, roughness, defects, or inhomogeneity on any of both substances, actions of the environmental and mechanical stresses.

Therefore, instead of theoretically predicting the adhesion of the solids of which the layer and substrate are made off, it is more relevant to attempt to measure the actual deposited materials’ adhesion with a given experimental system or technique. There are many adhesion measurement techniques described in the literature, including nucleation methods (based on deposition, only able to give basic adhesion values) and mechanical methods (direct pull-off, moment or topple, ultracentrifugal, ultrasonic, adhesive tape peel, scratch, abrasion, laser spallation, etc.). However, the values provided by one technique or given apparatus might not coincide with another technique or with values given in the literature for similar systems. Comparison with the literature should therefore be treated with care, and it is advisable to perform adhesion tests in each individual system.

In order to get a qualitative comparison for the adhesion of the solid hard materials used in this study, we have performed our own scratch tests on the solid hard materials, using an AFM and standard adhesive tape test. The details can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively; the relative adhesion strength of these materials can be summarized as follows: Au < Pt < Olin and Az96 < Ti and Cr.

As another qualitative comparison, and more relevant to ultrasonic cleaning, the removal of the solid hard materials was investigated in a commercial ultrasound bath (Appendix C), showing non-localized removal of Au and Pt under maximum ultrasound conditions, or no removal after 10 min. Taking as an example the case of Au, our technique provided better localized and faster layer removal (compare Figures 2 and 11).

2. Soft biomaterials

Biofilms are known to be able to adhere strongly to a substrate. The initial state of biofilm formation is the adhesion of planktonic bacteria to a substrate, after which the biofilm structure is developed. The bacteria themselves adhere to a substrate due to a multitude of forces, based on both physicochemical and molecular/cellular interactions. During its mature state, the biofilm has also been found to increase its adherence through the production of functional amyloids, among others.

Literature reports a wide range of viscoelastic and adhesive properties of encountered biofilms, as these properties depend on the ecology of the biofilm and also on the conditions under which the biofilm has been grown. Furthermore, the properties of the substrate itself are important, for example the surface roughness and hydrophobicity.

A hydrogel can have better defined viscoelastic properties, as there is more control over its production, and can be used as a substitute for a biofilm when studying the mechanical behavior of biofilms. However, a hydrogel is not grown but deposited onto the glass slide and therefore its attachment to a substrate is expected to be generally weaker than for a biofilm, relying only on physicochemical interactions between glass and hydrogel proteins.

The elastic modulus and adhesion of the hydrogel were estimated using a hydrodynamic technique, of which the details and results are given in Appendix E. The hydrogel was observed to have a weaker attachment to the substrate than the typical values for a biofilm, which is in agreement with our handling observations. However, considering the observation that the
hydrogel did show viscoelastic behavior, it can be considered a soft biofilm. The mechanical properties of the hydrogel can be further tuned by changing its composition and through cross-linking.

The viscoelastic materials were not removed by the acoustic streaming alone, whereas the cavitation cloud could remove them locally within a few seconds. An explanation for this different behavior could be the timescales at which both components react. The pressure magnitude and fluctuations associated with acoustic streaming could be still in the elastic regime of the viscoelastic behavior; the pressure associated with transient bubble dynamics, however, can locally have a high magnitude and fast fluctuation, causing deformations in the viscous regime, and possibly even in the plastic regime.

Many of the MCF-7 cells grown on the glass slide had been detached due to the induced cavitation cloud. However, optical visualization does not give any information on the cells around the area that was cleaned. Those cells might have been lysed through sonoporation, as has been demonstrated by Ohl et al.15 Their method of dead-live staining could provide the information on the viability of the remaining cells.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The localized generation of cavitation from micropits was shown to be able to remove deposited thin metal and organic films and biomaterials on a millimetric scale in less than 1 min. The shape and extent of the cleaned area is related to the number of micropits; the rate of removal was of the order of 0.1 mm²/s. Basic adhesion tests provided some insight into the likeliness of a material to be removed.

The low operation power and small volumes of liquid required, together with the limited cavitation erosion damage, make the cleaning device presented here a “green” solution for localized cleaning in many applications.
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APPENDIX A: AFM SCRATCH TEST FOR THE ADHESION OF SOLID HARD MATERIALS

1. AFM scratch tests

a. Experimental setup

The adhesion of gold (Au) and platinum (Pt) was determined by scratching these deposited layers using the same AFM as before, but with a different spherical cap tip (Micromasch NSC35, spring constant of 14 N/m, resonant frequency 315 kHz) in contact mode. For these measurements, the surface was scanned continuously over a 20 μm × 20 μm areas with the contact force increased gradually every 5 μm. Once the metal layer began to tear, the cantilever was lifted and moved elsewhere on the substrate, before the process was repeated. Several repeated measurements were carried out.

b. Results

Only Au and Pt could be removed with this AFM scratch test. The required removal forces were found to be 22.6±0.5 μN (Au) and 44.0±1.5 μN (Pt), which, using a removal width of $R = 10$ nm, correspond to peeling strengths of 2260±50 N/m (Au) and 4400±150 N/m (Pt).
The gold and platinum layers delaminated differently to each other. For the gold layer, once the metal had been compromised, it continued to delaminate from the glass substrate even if the contact force was reduced to less than 0.5 μN. However, the platinum delaminated in a stick-slip, patchy fashion, in any case, so lowering the contact force by only a few percent led to no further damage.

Typical scratch patterns are shown in Figure 9. As a guide to the eye, the AFM probe mount is 30 μm wide.

Even at a constant force of 44.0±1.5 μN, the scratch was intermittent. The scratch widths were increased to 90 μm for platinum to better see the effect.

The required forces and peeling strengths for metal removal given above were measured on defect-free areas of the surface. It is interesting to note that the surfaces peeled at much lower applied forces if the AFM probe collided with an optically-sized (~10 μm) asperity. For the gold, the required force and peeling strength were dramatically reduced to approx. 2.1 μN and 210 N/m, respectively, whilst those for platinum were reduced to approx. 20 μN and 2000 N/m.

APPENDIX B: MACROSCOPIC SCRATCH TEST FOR THE ADHESION OF SOLID HARD MATERIALS

1. Experimental setup

A hardness tester kit (SP0010, Thermimport Quality Control) and a cross-cut adhesion tester kit (CC2000 SP1690, Thermimport Quality Control) were used to analyze the adhesion strength of the solid hard materials. The hardness tester kit consisted of a Tungsten-Carbide tip with 1 mm diameter and a spring with 0-300 g load capacity and can be used to measure the wear (by scratching) or fail resistance of coatings, plastics, etc. The cross-cut adhesion tester kit is based on ISO 2409 Standards and provides a semiquantitative measurement of adhesion. First, perpendicular cuts with parallel blades were performed through the layers, touching the glass slide; afterwards, a dedicated adhesive tape is attached and, when detached, it can remove weakly adhered patches of each layer. According to the amount of removed material, a classification of surface adhesion quality is given with a score between 0 and 5; 0 being the stronger attached where none of the squares is detached after peeling off the tape.

2. Results

The hardness tester is a simple semi-quantitative test for surface hardness in which all materials layers were scratched with 1 g (minimum setting that could be used).

![FIG. 9. The top image is for the gold sample and several scratch lines can be seen. Each one is 20 μm wide. The lower image is for the platinum sample.](image-url)
The scratch test of the different solid hard materials used showed a marked difference between the metal and organic layers (Figure 10). When scratching the organic layers (thicker and more brittle), we observed small parts detaching and it was not possible to cut well defined squares as in the case of the metals.

Au and Pt were the weakest attached materials falling in the 5-and-4 and 4-and-3 category, respectively. For Au layers, we observed that the layer flaked in large ribbons and along the edges where most squares were removed (more than 35% of the total area). For Pt, we saw that most squares were partially or totally removed (more than 15% of the total area). For Cr and Ti, we classified it as 1-and-0 as we observed very small flakes of the coating at the intersections of the cuts and no square could be removed (less than 5% of the area removed).

FIG. 10. The left column shows the various deposited layers after the cuts are performed. The right side shows the same region after peeling off the adhesive tape.
For AZ and Olin, we found that some chunks were removed in a way that could be cataloged 2-and-1, but the squares were not neatly formed as these brittle layers cracked; see Figure 10.

Summarizing, the qualitative adhesion of the solid hard materials can be arranged, in order of weakest to strongest, as: Au < Pt < Olin and Az96 < Ti and Cr.

This qualitative quantification is consistent with values provided in the literature using other techniques. For example, for the metals, a laser spallation technique was used to find a direct correlation between the bond strength on silicon oxide substrates with the free energy of oxide formation of the arriving metal vapor for both evaporated and sputtered metals. The energies at which the films detached were: Au (25 J/cm²), Cr (75 J/cm²), and Ti (125 J/cm²), showing the same relative adhesion strength as found in the present study.

**APPENDIX C: ULTRASONIC BATH TEST FOR THE ADHESION OF SOLID HARD MATERIALS AND COMPARISON WITH CURRENT SETUP**

1. **Experimental setup**

   A commercial ultrasonic bath (VWR) operating at 20 kHz was used to test the adhesion strength of the layers with a conventional ultrasonic apparatus and a comparison of the removal capabilities for each deposited sample was performed.

2. **Results**

   With the ultrasonic bath, no material was removed after 10 min of sonication. All samples were individually placed in a conventional configuration of a glass beaker of 200 ml (Schott) glued to a microscope glass slide (see Figure 11, test A).

   **FIG. 11.** Experimental conditions provided to test adhesion strength for all layers; in this case for Gold deposited on a glass substrate. Test A shows how the glass substrate was glued to a glass slide and inserted in a glass beaker filled with water as normally cleaning US baths are used. After 10 min, no material was removed in any case. Test B shows the extreme conditions used to be able to remove material (only Au and Ti) but no localization of the removed material.
As an extreme test, we placed each sample facing down, directly against the bottom surface of the ultrasonic bath. For Au and Pt, we observed surface removal without localization and for Cr or Ti we saw no removal at all (see Figure 11, test B).

APPENDIX D: CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENT OF SOLID HARD MATERIALS

1. Experimental setup

The advancing and receding contact angles of a sessile drop of tapwater on the gold-, platinum-, chromium-, and titanium-coated glass chips in air was determined using a commercial contact angle goniometer (OCA30, Dataphysics, Filderstadt, Germany). The advancing and receding contact angles were determined automatically thrice by the contact angle goniometer during volume change of a drop of volume 10 μl at a rate of 0.25 μl/s. The non-clean conditions in the ultrasound setup were mimicked by using tap water and by not cleaning the chips before contact angle measurement.

2. Results

The results are presented in Table I. Au and Pt were found to have a larger receding contact angle than the other solid hard materials.

APPENDIX E: HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE HYDROGEL

1. Experimental setup

The properties of the hydrogel used in this study have been measured by determining the strain induced by the stress exerted by the flow from a needle. When the flow through the needle is driven with a positive pressure, a jet is created, which has a stagnation pressure $P$ of $P = \frac{1}{2} \rho u^2$, where $\rho$ is the density of the liquid (water: 1000 kg/m$^3$) and $u = Q/A$ is the average velocity, estimated from the flow rate $Q$ and the needle orifice $A$. The setup consisted of a 22 G needle (Terumo, Leuven, Belgium; internal diameter of 0.413 mm) positioned at a distance of 300 μm above the hydrogel-covered surface, through which a flow with flow rates in the range 0.01-1 ml/min were created by a syringe pump (NE1010, New Era Pump Systems, Wantagh, NY, USA). By recording (LM165 camera, Lumenera) the displacement of particles embedded in the hydrogel that appeared to be near the stagnation region of the jet, the Young modulus of the hydrogel can be estimated.

Using the same needle but with a negative pressure, a pulling force is exerted on the hydrogel. Parts of the hydrogel detach (sloughing) from the bulk hydrogel when the suction pressure exceeds the cohesive and adhesive forces of the hydrogel. The suction pressure can be estimated roughly from the Bernoulli pressure along the streamlines of the flow toward the needle orifice.

2. Results

The hydrogel, when subjected to stagnation pressure from a jet generated with a needle, displayed elastic behavior for flow rates higher than 0.01 ml/min, and additional viscous behavior for flow rates higher than 0.1 ml/min. By tracking the displacement of embedded particles in the elastic regime, the Young modulus of the hydrogel was estimated to be of the order of $10^{-3}$ Pa. When using a negative pressure (suction) through the needle, sloughing was observed to occur for flow rates above 0.2 ml/min, from which the adhesive and cohesive strengths are estimated to be of the order of $10^{-1}$ Pa.

The mechanical properties of the biofilm could not be determined, because its limited thickness prohibited proper recording of its deformation and the other tests used for the organic
materials and metals are not applicable. However, overall the biofilm appeared to be stiffer and better attached to the substrate than the hydrogel was. This agrees with the typical range of values of the Young’s modulus and cohesive and adhesive strengths for biofilms given in literature, which are typically two or three order of magnitude higher than those measured for the hydrogel.